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when a client needs to open an unshared file, they must use locking to avoid holding a lock on a stripe for the entire open request. from the above examples we expect the following: for reads, the client opens a lock on the file on the given stripe. for writes, the client opens a lock on the file on the given stripe. for write, no locks are opened, because
writes do not affect other reads or writes. for closing a file, no locks are opened, because a close doesn't affect other reads or writes. in lustre, the lock service is started by the client. as a client opens a file, lustre must grant the client a lock on a stripe corresponding to the file. this process is called open. the client can use this lock for whatever amount of

time it deems necessary. however, lustre will not reject an expired lock, and the time left on a lock expires at_max seconds after the lock is granted. in lustre, a client must remove a lock from an ost when it is finished with the lock. typically, this process is known as close. similarly, a client must request an unlock of the lock on a given stripe when the
client is finished with the file and no longer needs the file. there are four common scenarios: a client may want to read the file and modify it; it may want to write to the file; it may want to write new data to the file; or it may want to close the file. there are two options for each case: no locking and locking. if no locking is specified then the file is not locked,

no kernel server locks are held, and no resources are reserved for the read, write or close operation. if locking is specified then the file is locked on the given stripe, the kernel server locks are held, and resources are reserved for the read, write or close operation.
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the lnet router pinger operates on a per-destination routing table which organizes routes for specific destinations in a hash table overlay. when a route is added, its key index is calculated. the calculated key is then used as an index into the hash table overlay. if a key is not already present in the hash table overlay, a new one is created. this means that the hash table
overlay of a server must be able to handle enough routes to provide a unique index for every route. because it is possible that, especially with a large number of routes, the hash table overlay may not be able to calculate a unique key for all routes, the default hash table overlay rehash time in seconds is equal to obd_timeout. when the lnet router pinger initiates a

ping, the peer's routing table is checked to see whether it contains any of the destination's routes. if the destination's routes are found, it is communicated to the peer whether the destination is healthy or not. if the destination is unhealthy the lnet router pinger will pong the peer periodically until the destination is healthy and adds the route to the peer's routing table.
when the route is added the hash table overlay is rebuilt to calculate a new key for the destination. if the destination was unhealthy, the key index for the destination will not be recomputed because the key could not be found. the default existence check time in seconds is equal to obd_timeout. route discovery operates on routes for destinations that have not been

discovered before. when the lnet router pinger discovers a new destination it pings the host to determine if it has any routes for that destination. if no routes are found for the destination, a new hash table overlay is created. 5ec8ef588b
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